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Ultralow nanoscale wear through atom-by-atom
attrition in silicon-containing diamond-like carbon
Harish Bhaskaran1 *†, Bernd Gotsmann1, Abu Sebastian1, Ute Drechsler1, Mark A. Lantz1,
Michel Despont1 *, Papot Jaroenapibal2†, Robert W. Carpick2, Yun Chen3† and Kumar Sridharan3
Understanding friction1–4 and wear5–11 at the nanoscale is
important for many applications that involve nanoscale components sliding on a surface, such as nanolithography, nanometrology and nanomanufacturing. Defects, cracks and other
phenomena that inﬂuence material strength and wear at macroscopic scales are less important at the nanoscale, which is why
nanowires can, for example, show higher strengths than bulk
samples12. The contact area between the materials must also be
described differently at the nanoscale13. Diamond-like carbon is
routinely used as a surface coating in applications that require
low friction and wear because it is resistant to wear at the
macroscale14–20, but there has been considerable debate about
the wear mechanisms of diamond-like carbon at the nanoscale
because it is difﬁcult to fabricate diamond-like carbon structures
with nanoscale ﬁdelity. Here, we demonstrate the batch fabrication of ultrasharp diamond-like carbon tips that contain signiﬁcant amounts of silicon on silicon microcantilevers for use in
atomic force microscopy. This material is known to possess
low friction in humid conditions, and we ﬁnd that, at the nanoscale, it is three orders of magnitude more wear-resistant than
silicon under ambient conditions. A wear rate of one atom per
micrometre of sliding on SiO2 is demonstrated. We ﬁnd that
the classical wear law of Archard21 does not hold at the nanoscale; instead, atom-by-atom attrition7,8 dominates the wear
mechanisms at these length scales. We estimate that the effective energy barrier for the removal of a single atom is ∼1 eV,
with an effective activation volume of ∼1 3 10228 m3.
Rather than coating nanoscale tips with wear-resistant materials,
we used a moulding technique22–24 to fabricate monolithic ultrasharp
tips of diamond-like carbon with silicon (Si-DLC) on standard silicon
microcantilevers. This is a bulk processing technique that has the
potential to scale up for commercial manufacturing. Because of the
amorphous nature of Si-DLC and the carefully tuned plasma immersion ion implantation and deposition (PIIID) process, we achieve
near complete ﬁlling of the mould (see Supplementary Information
for details). This material is also expected to have signiﬁcant
amounts of hydrogen in addition to oxygen (31 at%) and silicon
(20 at%), as measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)25.
The fabricated tips were examined in a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and one such tip is shown in Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the tips (Fig. 1d) indicated an
amorphous, homogeneous material. To image the tips for comparison of wear rates, we avoided extended electron beam exposure
because of suspected beam-induced carbon deposition. This is
visible in the TEM image in Fig. 1c.

The wear performance of these nanoscale tips was then evaluated
for sliding wear on SiO2 in an atomic force microscope (AFM). The
effects of substrate wear were minimized by carefully choosing the
scan pattern (see Supplementary Information). Wear was measured
in situ as an increase in adhesion corresponding to an increase in the
contact area between the tip and substrate. This was correlated to a
change in tip radius using the parameter uadh (see Methods). At the
macroscale, wear is a result of a combination of processes including
fracture, plasticity and third-body effects, as well as atom-by-atom
attrition, and has traditionally been described using Archard’s phenomenological model21. (Archard21 describes the wear volume V of
macroscopic plastic contacts with multiple asperities to be proportional to the load force FN (not pressure) and sliding distance
d, which can be written as V ¼ kwear.FN.d, where kwear is the dimensional wear coefﬁcient. Bhushan later developed a similar law for
elastic contacts29.) However, at the nanoscale, careful studies have
shown that wear can also occur in a smooth and gradual
manner9,26. This has been difﬁcult to quantify until recently, when
it was shown that this gradual wear process, at small size scales, is
eventually limited to what is necessarily atom-by-atom attrition7.
Even at the nanoscale, tip wear is not necessarily limited by the
strength of the atomic bonds in the material, for example, Si–Si
bonds in silicon or Si–N bonds in silicon nitride, which have
bond energies of up to 2.25 or 3.3 eV, respectively. Under ambient
conditions, the silicon or silicon nitride surfaces terminate in a
native oxide. The Si–O–Si bonds thus formed are weakened in the
presence of water (hydration due to humidity such as from atmospheric humidity), and these weakened bonds are broken during the
wear process7,27. Sharp tips that slide on a ﬂat surface (such as the
tips in our experiments) are ideal for studying wear mechanisms
in single-asperity nanoscale contacts, where the behaviour could
be considerably different. A material that compares favourably with
silicon under such conditions would have substantial applications, as
sliding under such ambient conditions is very important for many
applications of AFM tips (and for nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS) in general). Our wear experiments using silicon tips sliding
against SiO2 result in extremely high wear rates (see Fig. 1e and
Supplementary Fig. S2 for wear in silicon tips). Similar wear mechanisms due to the high silicon content in Si-DLC could adversely affect
the nanoscale wear of the Si-DLC tips sliding on SiO2. The study in
ref. 28 suggests the presence of an oxygen-terminated surface on
Si-DLC, which is consistent with our XPS measurements. Therefore,
in spite of the well-known tribological properties of Si-DLC at the
macroscale, it was not readily clear whether Si-DLC tips would
indeed be superior to silicon tips at the nanoscale.
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Figure 1 | Ultrasharp Si-DLC tips. a, SEM image of a silicon microcantilever with an ultrasharp Si-DLC tip. b, Close-up of the moulded tip. c,d, TEM images of
the apex of the tip (c) and an edge near the apex region (d), showing an homogeneous amorphous structure. e,f, SEM images of a silicon tip (e) and a
comparable Si-DLC tip (f) under similar loading and environmental conditions after 2 m of sliding wear on a SiO2 surface. The red outline shows the tip
shape before the wear experiment.

Figure 2a,c,e shows electron micrographs of three worn Si-DLC
tips, with the outlines of the unworn tips (tips A, B and C) indicated
by lines. From the tip images obtained in a SEM before and after
wear, we estimate the wear volumes in Si-DLC to have an average
value of 8.2  103 nm3 m21 (averaged over six wear experiments),
which is almost four orders of magnitude better than the wear
volumes in silicon tips, which were .1  108 nm3 m21 for similar
sliding conditions (see Fig. 1e as well as Supplementary Fig. S5).
The experimental parameters for the different wear experiments
using the Si-DLC tips are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 2b,d,f shows the experimental wear data and ﬁts for both
Archard’s law and the atomistic attrition model described below (as
adapted from ref. 7). From the experimental data of the change of
adhesion during sliding wear for the three tips in Fig. 2, it is apparent that the adhesion values change gradually, even over a large
sliding distance. This indicates that there is a continual change in
tip shape, consistent with the notion of an atom-by-atom wear
process. However, the adhesion force is greatly inﬂuenced by there
being a non-ideal surface, such as when wear debris or
182

contamination is present. This appears to be an issue for tip B
after sliding for 0.5 m. Hence, for that particular experiment we
restrict the subsequent analysis to the initial 0.5 m of sliding. The
value of uadh , which relates the contact area (which is proportional
to the tip radius) to the pull-off force, was determined to be 2.2
(þ0.2/20.1) N m21 from four tips for which a high-quality
image was obtained after wear, so that the contact area could be
determined accurately. Assuming a slow atom-by-atom wear
process, note that, from ref. 7, one can describe the atom-by-atom
attrition process for a conical tip of shape R(h), where h is the position along the vertical axis of the tip and d is the sliding distance, as


@R @R fattempt b
1
¼
exp
fðEa  Vact t0 Þ þ PjVact g
@d @h v
kB T

ð1Þ

Here, the attempt frequency, fattempt , is due to phononic vibration,
and the activation energy Ea is the energy required to break the
bond in question, which is reduced by the sliding-induced shear
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Figure 2 | Wear in Si-DLC tips sliding on SiO2. a,c,e, SEM images of three Si-DLC tips (tips A, B and C, respectively) after the wear test, with the outline of
the unworn tip indicated. b,d,f, Plots of tip radius and pull-off force (y axis) against sliding distance (x axis) for tips A, B and C. In b and f, the solid red line
indicates the ﬁt using the atomistic attrition model, and the dashed green line indicates Archard’s model ﬁt. In d, which shows the data for tip B, the
adhesion force monitoring method appears to fail after 0.5 m. However, the adhesion is recovered by moving to a new area of the sample (the purple
triangle), and this measured value corresponds well to the prediction of the model (ﬁtted to 0.5 m and extrapolated). The initial ﬁtted region is shown by the
solid red line and the extrapolated region is shown by the dashed red line. The prediction of the model also matches the data for the radius (blue square).
For consistency, Archard’s law is ﬁtted for the initial region (solid green line) and extrapolated for the rest of the sliding distance (dashed green line).

stress. Vact, kB and T are the activation volume, Boltzmann constant
and the absolute temperature, respectively. We ﬁt this model as
well as Archard’s law to our experimental data. It is noted from the
ﬁts in Fig. 2 that Archard’s law does not always ﬁt our experimental
data, whereas the atom-by-atom attrition model does. By ﬁtting
equation (1) to the experimental data numerically, we obtain
average values of the effective activation energy, Enet ¼ Ea 2
Vactt0 ¼ 1.0+0.1 eV, and the effective activation volume, Veff ¼
jVact ¼ 3.4 (+2)  10228 m3 (see Methods for details of the
equation ﬁt parameters). The values of both ﬁt parameters were
very similar for all tips that were analysed (including the three
tips in Supplementary Information). The sources of uncertainty
for these experiments, together with the experimental parameters,
are listed in Table 1. The concurrence is striking given the differences in tip shape, applied load and scan velocity. The excellent

agreement between the atomistic model ﬁts and the experimental
data provides strong support for our assumption that the wear
process is indeed an atom-by-atom removal of the tip material.
By observing the rate of change of adhesion of tip B, it is seen that
the adhesion is not a reliable measure of wear beyond 0.5 m of
sliding in this experiment. We suspect that this was due to wear
debris (caused by the wear) or contamination (caused by either
undesirable adsorbents or other ambient contaminants) on the
surface, which changes either the work of adhesion or the contact
geometry (or both). Hence, we ﬁt this data only up to 0.5 m. We
then extrapolated this ﬁt to 2 m. The model predicts a tip radius
of 12 nm for this sliding distance, corresponding to a pull-off
force of 25.5 nN. Our post-wear measurement of the tip radius in
a SEM was 11 nm. After the experiment, the force of adhesion
was also measured in a new area of the sample surface to rule out
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Table 1 | Summary of experimental and model ﬁt parameters for Si-DLC tips.
DLC
tip
A
B
C

Starting radius*
(nm)
11.2
4
26.4

End radius†
(nm)
18.3
11
25§

Sliding velocity
(mm s21)
250
10
10

Applied load
(nN)
17.5
1.35
1.15

Wear volume
(nm3 m21)
8.5  103
1.6  103
11.8  103

E net (eV)

Veff (10228 m3)

1.0+0.05
1.0+0.07
0.97+0.03

2.4+0.06
1.6+0.06
0.4 þ 0.6/20.2

Sources of
error‡
c
a, b, c
a, c

*Radius of the spherical termination of the unworn tip.
†
Radius of the ﬂat end of the worn tip.
‡
a ¼ uadh; b ¼ contamination; c ¼ k (cantilever stiffness).
§
The starting radius is larger, because in this case, after wear, the tip had not yet worn down past the half-sphere.

effects of wear debris. By measuring this force at ten independent
points, away from the area in which the tip was previously worn,
we obtained a pull-off force of 23+1.5 nN. Both parameters agree
well with the model prediction, thus supporting both the validity
of the model and our hypothesis that the wear debris or contamination plays a role. This is further evidence that this model can be
used to predict accurately the lifetime of nanoscale components in
sliding wear. Thus, although the adhesion method of measuring
wear in situ sometimes becomes unreliable after an initial sliding
period, this method can still be a reliable measure of wear in such
situations, if only the initial part of the data is used. (This is also
seen in tip E in the Supplementary Information.)
In Fig. 3, we plot the variation of the wear rate as the tip wears for
tip A. Some previous reports observed that the wear rates of AFM
tips change as a function of time8,9,26. For these tip wear experiments, it was found that the wear rate changes as a function of
tip size (or pressure under the tip). For tip A, the wear rate
changes from 2  1026 mm3 N21 m21 at the beginning of the
experiments and decreases to almost 1  1028 mm3 N21 m21
after sliding for 2 m. Archard’s law predicts identical wear rates
for identical loads, even if the contact geometries (and thus the
applied pressures) are different. Although constant wear rates are
not always observed in macroscopic sliding contacts, the gradual
change of rate of momentary wear that we observe is distinctly
different from the transient run-in effects often observed in macroscopic systems. Therefore, to compare the wear volumes, (that is,
implicitly applying Archard’s wear law) can be misleading. In the
case of tips for which the geometry is well deﬁned (that is, conical
AFM tips as in our experiment), the atom-by-atom attrition
model can be used to make predictions about sliding distances
that would result in a certain diameter at the tip apex. Note that,
in Fig. 3, the wear rates of the blunted tip A agree very well with
a macroscopic wear rate for the same Si-DLC ﬁlm sliding on a
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Figure 3 | Rate of wear as a function of sliding distance for tip A. The solid
line to the left is from the ﬁts to the experimental data, and the dotted line
to the right is the extrapolation of the data using the atom-by-atom attrition
model. The wear rate changes over three orders of magnitude over the
course of the experiment.
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similar tribochemical system (Si3N4) of 1  1028 mm3 N21 m21
(ref. 27). Our experiments provide evidence that the wear rate
differs signiﬁcantly at very small length scales, but may converge
to the macroscopic wear rate for very blunt tips.
To make a meaningful comparison of the wear resistance of SiDLC and silicon tips, we used the model to predict that the SiDLC tips would, on average, slide 3.18 km (compared to 2 m)
before they exhibit a diameter comparable to that of a silicon tip
(silicon tip A) sliding for 2 m. Thus, the model predicts one order
of magnitude lower wear resistance compared to the wear volume
comparison (1  104), as the wear volume computation assumes
constant wear rates, which is not the case for nanoscale contacts.
In both cases, however, the improvement of Si-DLC over silicon is
dramatic and can be attributed to several mechanisms. The C–C
and C¼C bonds (3.6 and 6.4 eV bond enthalpies, respectively)
are among the strongest of any atomic pair, and together with
Si–C (3.3 eV) and Si–O (5.82 eV) are much stronger than the
Si–Si bond (2.38 eV). Furthermore, the low friction of Si-DLC
reduces the shear stress t, thus increasing the effective activation
barrier for atom-by-atom attrition. Also, the use of Si-DLC
changes the surface chemistry when compared to that of the
silicon tip, potentially eliminating tribochemical etching of the tip
in ambient humidity. Our experiments were carried out in
ambient humidity, and the extremely high wear rates of SiO2 in
such conditions are well documented29. The experimental data for
Si-DLC show little wear and suggest that if this layer consists of
SiO2 , it does not reform on the Si-DLC surface. From Fig. 3, one
can estimate the number of atoms lost per scan frame of a typical
AFM image (1 mm sliding at an applied force of 1 nN) to be on
the order of 1,000 atoms, that is, equal to one atom for every micrometre of sliding.
In summary, we have achieved very low wear rates in Si-DLC at
the nanoscale. We have quantiﬁed this wear using an atom-by-atom
attrition model and estimate the activation energies in sliding wear
against SiO2 to be 1.0+0.1 eV, with an average activation volume of
3.4  10228+2  10228 m3. Future studies would test the limits of
the applicability of the atom-by-atom wear model. For instance, if
the shear stress component t were known (using friction experiments), one could estimate the activation volume, Vact. The activation volume can be thought of as a kinetic signature of the wear
mechanism12. This would in turn provide all the elements required
to completely describe the process of material attrition at the nanoscale. Nanoscale components with single-asperity contacts have
posed a number of novel tribological challenges, and mitigating
some of these issues goes hand in hand with better descriptions
of the physical mechanisms that govern this process.

Fabrication of cantilevers with ultrasharp, monolithic Si-DLC tips. We fabricated
silicon cantilevers with Si-DLC tips using a moulding technique on a f100g siliconon-insulator wafer (SOI). The moulds were formed within the handle (or bottom
substrate) of the wafer (Supplementary Fig. S2) by etching along the f111g planes
(self-limiting in KOH). Subsequently, the moulds were sharpened by thermal
oxidation. This was followed by the Si-DLC deposition step, in which the Si-DLC
was deposited in a hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDSO) precursor gas using a plasma
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immersion ion implantation and deposition (PIIID) process30–32. The plasma was
created by a glow discharge method, and a relatively low-energy (25 kV) deposition
was used to deposit the Si-DLC. The non-line-of-sight nature of the PIIID process
allows uniform ion implantation or ﬁlm deposition on three-dimensional parts,
such as the sharpened mould. The Si-DLC was then etched in SF6 plasma to restrict
the Si-DLC to a region immediately around the tip (see etch process details in the
Supplementary Information). The cantilever was deﬁned on the device layer of the
SOI wafer, followed by a back-side, deep reactive ion etch of the handle.
Subsequently, it was released in buffered hydroﬂuoric acid, which was also expected
to remove any silicon oxides from the sharpening step.
Determination of the cantilever spring constant k. The normal force spring
constants (k) of the cantilevers are necessary to determine the force applied for a
given deﬂection. Much more importantly, they are also necessary to determine the
adhesion. The determination of k is a source of uncertainty in measurements and
depends on the particular cantilever used. To minimize the uncertainty, we used
several methods to determine k. The cantilever frequency and Q were determined by
frequency tuning of the cantilever in a commercial AFM. This information can be
used to calculate k using Sader’s method33. However, this method sometimes
produces unrealistic k values, in which case the spring constant that is calculated
from a simple geometrical measurement of the cantilever (length to tip, width and
thickness) is used. If reliable geometry data are not available, we use the value of the
ﬁnal force of adhesion and the known value of uadh as established through other
more reliable measurements to determine the pull-off force.
Wear experiment. Using a custom-built AFM, we investigated the wear of Si-DLC
tips at different velocities and loading conditions (listed in Table 1). The SiO2 sample
used in this experiment was thermally grown on a prime-grade silicon wafer in an
oxidation furnace, and had a thickness of 500 nm. The resulting oxide surface had a
roughness of ,0.2 nm (r.m.s.). Experiments were carried out in ambient conditions,
and measured temperatures were 295+5 K with a relative humidity 30 þ 11/ 2 5%.
We tried to avoid the effects of substrate wear by scanning different lines (see
Supplementary Information, ‘Tip Wear Scan Protocol’, for details). Measuring the
tip shape during the wear experiment is important to gain more insight into the wear
process. For this, electron microscopy is too slow. Instead, the adhesion between tip
and surface, as measured in a simple pull-off (or force–distance) experiment, can be
used as an indicator of in situ wear. To a ﬁrst approximation, the adhesion force
between a ﬂattened tip and a ﬂat surface is proportional to the contact radius R
(which is the tip radius for a ﬂat tip, as would be the case in worn tips) with a
constant uadh , and can be written as Fadh ¼ uadhR (ref. 7). We conﬁgured the AFM to
collect adhesion data in an automatic manner after every 0.8 mm of sliding, while
keeping the force at the tip almost constant (variations of less than 1% from the
desired force).
Model ﬁtting. In the context of ﬁtting the atomistic attrition model, the shear stress
t is a function of applied pressure P and depends on temperature T and velocity v. It
can be written as t ¼ t0 þ jP þ kBT/Vact ln(v/v0), where t0 , j and v0 are constants.
The average pressure P is given by total force at the tip (the sum of applied and
adhesive load), divided by the contact area, pR 2. The velocity dependence of the
shear stress (third term) has been shown to be of minor consequence in friction and
wear for the velocities involved in the experiments described here10,34, so we ignored
the velocity dependence of the shear stress (not the wear rate) for this analysis. We
therefore ﬁt our experiments using a pressure-dependent shear stress t ¼ t0 þ jP.
Equation (1) can be numerically ﬁt to the experimental data by varying two
parameters: the effective activation energy, Enet ¼ Ea 2 Vactt0 , and an effective
activation volume, Veff ¼ jVact. The unworn tip geometry R(h) is approximated by a
cone truncated in a sphere, the radius of which was measured using SEM images.
Note that Veff is the activation volume altered by the pressure dependence constant j.
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